
THE WOMAN IN BLACK THEATRE REVIEW ESSAY

In June I had the pleasure of watching The Woman In Black in the.

Can you feel compassion for The Woman In Black? The play is adapted by Stephen Mallatratt but was based
on original novel by Susan Hill. It tells the story of a middle aged solicitor called Arthur Kipps, who, years
earlier, had lost his infant son following his horrifying experience in an old mansion, owned by the late Alice
Drablow, the remote English town of Cryffin Gifford. Ben Porter plays the part of the actor and stays as this
character throughout the piece. Make an order now! In , it became a stage play, and was first performed in
Scarborough at the Theatre-by-the-sea. All of the terrible things she did, all the children that died and all of the
coincidental things that happened when she was around. Throughout the play both actors go through a number
of different character. No reader of The woman in black Essay Words 3 Pages 'The Woman in Black' is
written from a first person perspective, allowing the audience to discover things as the character does which
also creates great suspense and emphasizes the mystery of the ghostly narrative. In this production over sound
effects were used examples of ones the created good suspense was the sound of a rocking chair, a girls scream
and the wind. I viewed it on September the 17th at the Fortune Theatre in London. Summary: The Woman in
black is a chilling tale of obsession, death and unforgettable horror. All the costumes that were used were hung
up on a clothes rail and used a prop within the show. It was set somewhere between and , although Arthur
Kipps' first encounter with the woman in black would have been about fifty years previous to this. At first, our
protagonist Arthur Kipps, a solicitor, is in London but he quickly gets sent up to a small market town, on the
East Coast with work. By using the technique of suspense it builds up a state of mental insecurity, uncertainty
or excitement within the person. What really stood out for me was the exceptional use of such simple effects.
As well as lighting playing a big part so did the sound affects. Related posts:. As a solicitor, he The play was
riveting to watch and made the audience scream on more than one occasion; it developed a great sense of
tension and created a high level of anxiety in the audience. This makes the reader think that he is crazy or that
he could be mentally ill. His masterstroke was to make The Woman in Black a play within a play, one that
needs just two speaking actors, and a backstage crew of four. As well as the movement being very realistic so
was the relationship between the two actors. The director, Robin Herford, uses theatrical techniques to ignite
and excite our imagination, forcing us to imagine something far worse than what we are actually seeing. The
way in which the actors used the stage and space given was really good. In , The 'Woman in Black' went onto
television as a film thanks to a television writer called Nigel Kneal. His boss, Alan Ayckbourn , was off on
sabbatical, so Herford decided, what with Christmas coming up, to put on a ghost story that could be staged
cheaply and quickly â€” not in the main theatre, but in the bar. This clearly shows that wherever the things he
keeps hearing are coming from they are non-existent. I think overall the costumes and make up suited the
production and was appropriate to all characters. Essay Words 3 Pages Throughout the book the woman in
black is portrayed with an image of evilness. Few women are shown as strong orself-sufficient. Although
everyone involved in The Woman in Black believes it will run and run, it has a long way to go before it
catches up with Agatha Christie's The Mousetrap , which has been in the West End for 60 years. Mr Kipps
was tormented I think from the very beginning of his adventure, at Mrs Drablow's funeral. This then makes
him think that he is hearing things from hell. Its popularity has been further boosted by this year's film
adaptation, which starred Daniel Radcliffe. We were told to do this in order to make the audience laugh by
acting challenging, extreme and weird characters in the setting of a ghost story. The older of the two men who
played Mr Kipps, a character who had never acted before and had no experience, was convincing in his role
but was speaking to quietly at the start of the play. It was about a solicitor who is sent to look at the legal
documents of an old lady who has recently died in a large house. A year later, it moved to the Lyric
Hammersmith and finally to the West End, where it has played at the Fortune theatre since  There are many
prominent themes throughout the play, such as In order to create a distinction between the two, western culture
has alienated these groups in terms of distinct physical traits by using determinants like skin color and other
physical aesthetics.


